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DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS
CHRISTIAN HUCK
Abstrat. The disrete tomography of B-type and F-type iosahedral model sets is inves-
tigated, with an emphasis on reonstrution and uniqueness problems. These are motivated
by the request of materials siene for the unique reonstrution of quasirystalline stru-
tures from a small number of images produed by quantitative high resolution transmission
eletron mirosopy.
1. Introdution
Disrete tomography (the word tomography is derived from the Greek τoµoσ, meaning a
slie) is onerned with the inverse problem of retrieving information about some nite objet
from (generally noisy) information about its slies. A typial example is the reonstrution of
a nite point set in Eulidean 3-spae from its line sums in a small number of diretions. More
preisely, a (disrete parallel) X-ray of a nite subset of Eulidean d-spae Rd in diretion u
gives the number of points of the set on eah line in R
d
parallel to u. This onept should
not be onfused with X-rays in diration theory, whih provide rather dierent information
on the underlying struture that is based on statistial pair orrelations; ompare [10℄, [12℄
and [19℄. In the lassial setting, motivated by rystals, the positions to be determined form
a subset of a ommon translate of the ubi lattie Z
3
or, more generally, of an arbitrary
lattie L in R3. In fat, many of the problems in disrete tomography have been studied
on Z
2
, the lassial planar setting of disrete tomography; see [21℄, [17℄ and [16℄. Beyond
the ase of perfet rystals, one has to take into aount wider lasses of sets, or at least
signiant deviations from the lattie struture. As an intermediate step between periodi and
random (or amorphous) Delone sets, we onsider systems of aperiodi order, more preisely,
so-alled model sets (or mathematial quasirystals), whih are ommonly regarded as good
mathematial models for quasirystalline strutures in nature [38℄.
Our interest in the disrete tomography of model sets is mainly motivated by the task of
struture determination of quasirystals, a new type of solids disovered 25 years ago; see [33℄
for the pioneering paper and [37, 25, 11℄ for bakground and appliations. More preisely,
we address the problem of uniquely reonstruting three-dimensional quasirystals from their
images under quantitative high resolution transmission eletron mirosopy (HRTEM) in a
small number of diretions. In fat, in [26℄ and [36℄ a tehnique is desribed, based on HRTEM,
whih an eetively measure the number of atoms lying on lines parallel to ertain diretions;
it is alled QUANTITEM (QUantitative ANalysis of The Information from Transmission
Eletron Mirosopy). At present, the measurement of the number of atoms lying on a line
an only be approximately ahieved for some rystals; f. [26, 36℄. However, it is reasonable
to expet that future developments in tehnology will improve this situation.
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In this text, we onsider both B-type and F-type iosahedral model sets Λ in 3-spae whih
an be desribed in algebrai terms by using the iosian ring; f. [8℄, [27℄ and [29℄. Note
that the terminology originates from the fat that the underlying Z-modules (to be explained
in Setion 3) of B-type and F-type iosahedral model sets an be obtained as projetions of
body-entred and fae-entred hyperubi latties in 6-spae, respetively. The F-type iosa-
hedral phase is the most ommon among the iosahedral quasirystals. Below, we nevertheless
develop the theory for both the B-type (also alled I-type) and the F-type phase. Well known
examples of iosahedral quasirystals inlude the aluminium alloys AlMn and AlCuFe; f. [22℄
for further examples.
In pratie, only X-rays in Λ-diretions, i.e., diretions parallel to non-zero elements of the
dierene set Λ− Λ of Λ (i.e., the set of interpoint vetors of Λ) are reasonable. This is due
to the fat that X-rays in non-Λ-diretions are meaningless sine the resolution oming from
suh X-rays would not be good enough to allow a quantitative analysis  neighbouring lines
are not suiently separated. In fat, in order to obtain appliable results, one even has to
nd Λ-diretions that guarantee HRTEM images of high resolution, i.e., yield dense lines in
the orresponding quasirystal Λ.
Any lattie L in Rd an be slied into latties of dimension d − 1. More generally, model
sets have a dimensional hierarhy, i.e., any model set in d dimensions an be slied into model
sets of dimension d − 1. In Proposition 3.16, it is shown that generi (to be explained in
Setion 3) B-type and F-type iosahedral model sets an be slied into (planar) ylotomi
model sets, whose disrete tomography we have studied earlier; f. [4, 24℄ and [23℄. The latter
observation will be ruial, sine it enables us to use the results on the disrete tomography
of ylotomi model sets, slie by slie.
Using the sliing of generi iosahedral model sets into ylotomi model sets and the results
from [4℄, it was shown in [24℄ that the algorithmi problem of reonstruting nite subsets
of a large lass of generi iosahedral model sets Λ (i.e., those with polyhedral windows)
given X-rays in two Λ-diretions an be solved in polynomial time in the real RAM-model
of omputation (Theorem 4.3). Sine this reonstrution problem an possess rather dierent
solutions, one is led to the investigation of the orresponding uniqueness problem, i.e., the
(unique) determination of nite subsets of a xed iosahedral model set Λ by X-rays in a
small number of suitably presribed Λ-diretions. Here, a subset E of the set of all nite
subsets of a xed iosahedral model set Λ is said to be determined by the X-rays in a nite set
U of diretions if dierent sets F and F ′ in E annot have the same X-rays in the diretions
of U . Sine, as demonstrated in Proposition 5.1, any xed number of X-rays in Λ-diretions
is insuient to determine the entire lass of nite subsets of a xed iosahedral model set Λ,
it is neessary to impose some restrition in order to obtain positive uniqueness results. In
Proposition 5.3, it is shown that the nite subsets F of ardinality less than or equal to some
k ∈ N of a xed iosahedral model set Λ are determined by any set of k+1 X-rays in pairwise
non-parallel Λ-diretions. Proposition 5.6 then shows that, for every R > 0 and any xed
iosahedral model set Λ, there are two non-parallel Λ-diretions suh that the set of bounded
subsets of Λ with diameter less than R is determined by the X-rays in these diretions. For
our main result, we restrit the set of nite subsets of a xed iosahedral model set Λ by
onsidering the lass of onvex subsets of Λ. They are nite sets C ⊂ Λ whose onvex hulls
ontain no new points of Λ, i.e., nite sets C ⊂ Λ with C = conv(C) ∩ Λ. By using the
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sliing of generi iosahedral model sets into ylotomi model sets again, it is shown that
there are four pairwise non-parallel Λ-diretions suh that the set of onvex subsets of any
iosahedral model set Λ are determined by their X-rays in these diretions (Theorem 5.12).
In fat, it turns out that one an hoose four Λ-diretions whih provide uniqueness and yield
dense lines in iosahedral model sets, the latter making this result look promising in view
of real appliations (Example 5.14 and Remark 5.15). Finally, we demonstrate that, in an
approximative sense, this result holds in a far more general (and relevant) situation, where
one deals with a whole family of generi iosahedral model sets at the same time, rather than
dealing with a single xed iosahedral model set.
2. Preliminaries and notation
Natural numbers are always assumed to be positive, i.e., N = {1, 2, 3, . . . }. Throughout
the text, we use the onvention that the symbol ⊂ inludes equality. We denote the norm
in Eulidean d-spae Rd by ‖ · ‖. The unit sphere in Rd is denoted by Sd−1, i.e., Sd−1 =
{x ∈ Rd | ‖x‖ = 1}. Moreover, the elements of Sd−1 are also alled diretions. Reall that a
homothety h : Rd → Rd is given by x 7→ λx+ t, where λ ∈ R is positive and t ∈ Rd. We all
a homothety expansive if λ > 1. If x ∈ R, then ⌊x⌋ denotes the greatest integer less than or
equal to x. For r > 0 and x ∈ Rd, Br(x) is the open ball of radius r about x. For a subset
S ⊂ Rd, k ∈ N and R > 0, we denote by card(S), F(S), F≤k(S), D<R(S), int(S), cl(S),
bd(S), conv(S), diam(S) and 1S the ardinality, the set of nite subsets, the set of nite
subsets of S having ardinality less than or equal to k, the set of subsets of S with diameter
less than R, interior, losure, boundary, onvex hull, diameter and harateristi funtion of
S, respetively. The entroid (or entre of mass) of an element F ∈ F(Rd) is dened as
(
∑
f∈F f)/ card(F ). A linear subspae T of R
d
is alled an S-subspae if it is generated by
elements of the dierene set S−S := {s−s′ | s, s′ ∈ S} of S. A diretion u ∈ Sd−1 is alled an
S-diretion if it is parallel to a non-zero element of S − S. As usual, R× denotes the group of
units of a given ring R. Finally, for (a, b, c)t ∈ R3 \ {0}, we denote by H(a,b,c) the hyperplane
in R
3
orthogonal to (a, b, c)t.
Denition 2.1. Let d ∈ N and let F ∈ F(Rd). Furthermore, let u ∈ Sd−1 be a diretion
and let Ldu be the set of lines in diretion u in Rd. Then, the (disrete parallel) X-ray of F in
diretion u is the funtion XuF : Ldu → N0 := N ∪ {0}, dened by
XuF (ℓ) := card(F ∩ ℓ ) =
∑
x∈ℓ
1F (x) .
Moreover, the support (XuF )
−1(N) of XuF , i.e., the set of lines in Ldu whih pass through at
least one point of F , is denoted by supp(XuF ). For z ∈ Rd, we denote by ℓzu the element of Ldu
whih passes through z. Moreover, for S ⊂ Rd, we denote by LSu the subset of Ldu onsisting
of all elements of the form ℓzu, where z ∈ S, i.e., lines in Ldu whih pass through at least one
point of S.
Lemma 2.2. [14, Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.4℄ Let d ∈ N and let u ∈ Sd−1 be a diretion. For
all F,F ′ ∈ F(Rd), one has:
(a) XuF = XuF
′
implies card(F ) = card(F ′).
(b) If XuF = XuF
′
, the entroids of F and F ′ lie on the same line parallel to u.
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Denition 2.3. Let d ≥ 2, let U ⊂ Sd−1 be a nite set of pairwise non-parallel diretions and
let F ∈ F(Rd). We dene the grid of F with respet to the X-rays in the diretions of U as
GFU :=
⋂
u∈U

 ⋃
ℓ∈supp(XuF )
ℓ

 .
The following property follows immediately from the denition of grids.
Lemma 2.4. Let d ≥ 2. If U ⊂ Sd−1 is a nite set of pairwise non-parallel diretions, then
for all F,F ′ ∈ F(Rd), one has
(XuF = XuF
′ ∀u ∈ U) =⇒ F,F ′ ⊂ GFU = GF
′
U .
Denition 2.5. Let d ≥ 2, let E ⊂ F(Rd), and let m ∈ N. Further, let U ⊂ Sd−1 be a nite
set of diretions. We say that E is determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U if, for all
F,F ′ ∈ E , one has
(XuF = XuF
′ ∀u ∈ U) =⇒ F = F ′ .
Further, we say that E is determined by m X-rays if there exists a set U of m pairwise
non-parallel diretions suh that E is determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U .
The following property is straight-forward.
Lemma 2.6. Let d ≥ 2, let h : Rd → Rd be a homothety, and let U ⊂ Sd−1 be a nite set of
diretions. Then, if F and F ′ are elements of F(Rd) with the same X-rays in the diretions
of U , the images h(F ) and h(F ′) also have the same X-rays in the diretions of U .
Gardner and Gritzmann introdued the so-alled onvex lattie sets, i.e., nite subsets C
of some lattie L ⊂ Rd with C = conv(C) ∩ L; f. [14, Setion 2℄. More generally, we dene
as follows.
Denition 2.7. Let d ∈ N and let S ⊂ Rd. A nite subset C of S is alled a onvex subset
of S if it satises the equation C = conv(C)∩ S. Moreover, the set of all onvex subsets of S
is denoted by C(S).
3. Iosahedral model sets
We shall always denote the golden ratio by τ , i.e., τ = (1 +
√
5)/2. Moreover, by .′ we
will denote the unique non-trivial Galois automorphism of the real quadrati number eld
Q(τ) = Q(
√
5) = Q ⊕Qτ (determined by √5 7→ −√5), whene τ ′ = −1/τ = 1 − τ . Note
that τ is an algebrai integer (a root of X2 −X − 1 ∈ Z[X]) of degree 2 over Q. Moreover,
Z[τ ] = Z ⊕ Zτ is the ring of integers in Q(τ) and, for its group of units, one further has
Z[τ ]× = {τ s | s ∈ Z} (i.e., τ is a fundamental unit of Z[τ ]); f. [20℄.
3.1. Denition and properties of iosahedral model sets. Let H be the skew eld of
Hamiltonian quaternions, i.e.,
H = {a+ bi+ cj + dk | a, b, c, d ∈ R} ,
a four-dimensional vetor spae over R with a non-ommutative multipliation determined
by the following relations for the generating elements 1 (impliit in the above representation)
and i, j, k:
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 ,
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together with the requirement that R is entral in H. Note that R is preisely the enter
of H. The onjugate of α = a + bi + cj + dk ∈ H is dened by α¯ = a − bi − cj − dk, the
redued norm by nr(α) = αα¯ = a2+ b2+ c2+ d2 and the redued trae by tr(α) = α+ α¯ = 2a.
Moreover, we shall sometimes all Re(α) := a ∈ R the real part and Im(α) := (b, c, d)t ∈ R3
the imaginary part of α. Let H0 be the set of quaternions with real part 0, i.e.,
H0 := {α ∈ H | tr(α) = 0} = {bi+ cj + dk | b, c, d ∈ R} ≃ R3 .
The iosian ring I (f. [8, 27, 29℄) is the additive subgroup of H that is given by the integer
linear ombinations of the quaternions(
(±1, 0, 0, 0)t)A , 12 ((±1,±1,±1,±1)t)A , 12 ((0,±1,±τ ′, τ)t)A ,
where we identify H with R
4
via the basis {1, i, j, k} and, as in [9, Chapter 8℄, the supersript
A indiates that all even permutations of the oordinates are allowed. The members of I are
alled iosians. Note that I is a ring, beause these generators (whih have redued norm 1)
form a multipliative group, the iosian group, of order 120. Note further that I is also a free
Z[τ ]-module of rank 4. By [7℄, I is a maximal order of the quaternion algebra H(Q(τ)) over
Q(τ), dened similar to H as
H
(
Q(τ)
)
=
{
a+ bi+ cj + dk
∣∣ a, b, c, d ∈ Q(τ)} .
The set
I0 := Im(I ∩ H0) ⊂ R3
of `pure imaginary' iosians is generated as an additive group by the elements(
(±1, 0, 0)t)A , 12 ((±1,±τ ′,±τ)t)A ,
where the supersript A is dened as above. Consider the standard body-entred iosahedral
module M
B
of quasirystallography, dened as
M
B
:= Z[τ ](2, 0, 0)t ⊕ Z[τ ](1, 1, 1)t ⊕ Z[τ ](τ, 0, 1)t
= Z[τ ](0, 2, 0)t ⊕ Z[τ ](−1,−τ ′, τ)t ⊕ Z[τ ](1, 1, 1)t
=
{
(β, γ, δ)t
∣∣∣∣ β, γ, δ ∈ Z[τ ], withτ2β + τγ + δ ≡ 0 (mod 2)
}
;
(1)
f. [2, 7℄ and referenes therein. One has Im(I) = 12MB and, further, I0 = 12MF, where MF
is the standard fae-entred iosahedral module of quasirystallography, dened as
M
F
:=
{
(β, γ, δ)t
∣∣∣∣ β, γ, δ ∈ Z[τ ], withβ ≡ τγ ≡ τ2δ (mod 2)
}
=
{
(β, γ, δ)t ∈ M
B
∣∣ β + γ + δ ≡ 0 (mod 2)}
= Z[τ ](2, 0, 0)t ⊕ Z[τ ](τ + 1, τ, 1)t ⊕ Z[τ ](0, 0, 2)t
= Z[τ ](0, 2, 0)t ⊕ Z[τ ](−1,−τ ′, τ)t ⊕ Z[τ ](2, 0, 0)t 4⊂ M
B
,
(2)
where integers on top of the inlusion symbol denote the orresponding subgroup indies;
f. [2, 7℄ again. Both M
B
and M
F
are free Z[τ ]-modules of rank 3, and are hene Z-modules
of rank 6. Moreover, both M
B
and M
F
have iosahedral symmetry, i.e., they are invariant
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under the ation of the rotation group Y . This group is generated by the rotations whih are
given, with respet to the anonial basis, by the following matries
 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1

 , 1
2

 τ −1 −τ ′1 −τ ′ −τ
−τ ′ τ 1

 .(3)
Note that Y is the rotation group of the regular iosahedron entred at the origin 0 ∈ R3
with orientation suh that eah oordinate axis passes through the mid-point of an edge, thus
oiniding with 2-fold axes of the iosahedron. Moreover, the matrix on the left (resp., on the
right) is an order 2 (resp., order 5) rotation.
Remark 3.1. There is another Z-module of rank 6, intermediate between M
F
and M
B
,
whih also has iosahedral symmetry. This is the standard primitive iosahedral module M
P
,
dened as
M
P
:=
{
(β, γ, δ)t ∈ M
B
∣∣ β + γ + δ ≡ 0 or τ (mod 2)} .
In ontrast to M
F
and M
B
, M
P
fails to be a Z[τ ]-module. In fat, M
P
is a Z[2τ ]-module
only, and it is a Z-module of rank 6.
By denition, model sets arise from so-alled ut and projet shemes; f. [6, 27℄ for general
bakground material and see [3℄ for a gentle introdution. In the ase of Eulidean internal
spaes, these are ommutative diagrams of the following form, where π and π
int
denote the
anonial projetions; f. [27℄.
(4)
π π
int
R
d ←− Rd ×Rm −→ Rm
∪ ∪ lattie ∪ dense
11
L ←→ L˜ −→ L⋆
Here, L˜ is a lattie in Rd × Rm. Further, we assume that the restrition π|L˜ is injetive
and that the image π
int
(L˜) is a dense subset of Rm. Letting L := π(L˜), the bijetivity of the
(o-)restrition π|L
L˜
allows us to dene a map .⋆ : L → Rm by α⋆ := π
int
((π|L
L˜
)
−1
(α)). Then,
one has L⋆ = π
int
(L˜) and, further, L˜ = {(l, l⋆) | l ∈ L}.
Denition 3.2. Given a subset W ⊂ Rm with ∅ 6= int(W ) ⊂ W ⊂ cl(int(W )) and
cl(int(W )) ompat, a so-alled window, and any t ∈ Rd, we obtain a model set
Λ(t,W ) := t+ Λ(W )
relative to the above ut and projet sheme (4) by setting
Λ(W ) := {α ∈ L |α⋆ ∈W} .
Moreover, R
d
(resp., R
m
) is alled the physial (resp., internal) spae. The map .⋆ : L→ Rm,
as dened above, is the so-alled star map of Λ(t,W ), W is referred to as the window of
Λ(t,W ) and L is the so-alled underlying Z-module of Λ(t,W ). The model set Λ(t,W ) is
alled generi if it satises bd(W ) ∩ L⋆ = ∅. Moreover, it is alled regular if the boundary
bd(W ) has Lebesgue measure 0 in Rm.
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Remark 3.3. Every translate of a window W ⊂ Rm is a window again.
Denition 3.4. B-type iosahedral model sets ΛBico(t,W ) arise from the ut and projet
sheme (4) by setting d := m := 3, L := Im(I) and letting the star map .⋆ : Im(I) → R3 be
dened by applying the Galois onjugation .′ to eah oordinate of an element α ∈ Im(I). We
denote by IB the set of all B-type iosahedral model sets and dene IBg as the subset of all
generi B-type iosahedral model sets. Additionally, for a window W ⊂ R3, we set
IBg (W ) := {ΛBico(t, s +W ) | t, s ∈ R3} ∩ IBg .
F-type iosahedral model sets ΛFico(t,W ) arise from the ut and projet sheme (4) by setting
d := m := 3, L := I0 and letting the star map .
⋆ : I0 → R3 again be dened by applying
the Galois onjugation .′ to eah oordinate of an element α ∈ I0. Moreover, the sets IF, IFg
and IFg (W ), where W ⊂ R3 is a window, are dened similarly. Below, we say that Λico(t,W )
is an iosahedral model set if Λico(t,W ) = Λ
B
ico(t,W ) or Λico(t,W ) = Λ
F
ico(t,W ). Finally, B-
type (resp., F-type) iosahedral model sets are also referred to as iosahedral model sets with
underlying Z-module Im(I) (resp., I0).
Remark 3.5. Both star maps as dened in Denition 3.4 are Q-linear monomorphism of
Abelian groups and naturally extend to a monomorphism Q(τ)3 → R3, whih we also denote
by .⋆. Both in the B-type and the F-type ase, we shall denote by .−⋆ the inverse of the
o-restrition of the orresponding star map .⋆ : L → L⋆ to its image. The images of both
maps .˜ : L→ R3 ×R3, dened by α 7→ (α,α⋆), are indeed latties in R3 ×R3 ≃ R6. In fat,
these images have a natural interpretation as a weight lattie of type D∗6 in the B-type ase
and a root lattie of type D6 in the F-type ase; f. [8, 9℄ for bakground. Finally, one an
easily verify that the images Im(I)⋆ and I0
⋆
are indeed dense subsets of R
3
.
We refer the reader to [27, 30℄ for details and related general settings, and to [6℄ for general
bakground. Before we ollet some properties of iosahedral model sets, reall the following
notions. A subset Λ of Rd is alled uniformly disrete if there is a radius r > 0 suh that
every ball Br(x) with x ∈ Rd ontains at most one point of Λ. Further, Λ is alled relatively
dense if there is a radius R > 0 suh that every ball BR(x) with x ∈ Rd ontains at least one
point of Λ.
Remark 3.6. Let Λ be an iosahedral model set with window W . Then, Λ is a Delone set in
R
3
(i.e., Λ is both uniformly disrete and relatively dense) and is of nite loal omplexity (i.e.,
Λ−Λ is losed and disrete). Note that Λ is of nite loal omplexity if and only if for every
r > 0 there are, up to translation, only nitely many point sets (alled pathes of diameter r)
of the form Λ∩Br(x), where x ∈ R3; f. [35, Proposition 2.3℄. In fat, Λ is even a Meyer set,
i.e., Λ is a Delone set and Λ−Λ is uniformly disrete; ompare [27℄. Further, Λ is an aperiodi
model set, i.e., Λ has no translational symmetries. Moreover, if Λ is regular, Λ is pure point
dirative, i.e., the Fourier transform of the autoorrelation density that arises by plaing a
delta peak (point mass) on eah point of Λ looks purely point-like; f. [35℄. If Λ is generi, Λ
is repetitive, i.e., given any path of radius r, there is a radius R > 0 suh that any ball of
radius R ontains at least one translate of this path; f. [35℄. If Λ is regular, the frequeny
of repetition of nite pathes is well dened, i.e., for any path of radius r, the number of
ourrenes of translates of this path per unit volume in the ball Br(0) of radius r > 0 about
the origin 0 approahes a non-negative limit as r→∞; f. [34℄. Moreover, if Λ is both generi
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Figure 1. A few slies of a path of the iosahedral model set ΛBico (left) and
their .⋆-images inside the iosahedral window in the internal spae (right), both
seen from the positive x-axis.
and regular, and, if a suitable translate of the window W has full iosahedral symmetry (i.e.,
if a suitable translate of the window W is invariant under the ation of the group Y ⋆h of order
120, where Y ⋆h := Y
⋆ ∪ (−Y ⋆) and Y ⋆ is the group of rotations of order 60 generated by the
two matries that arise from the two matries in (3) by applying the onjugation .′ to eah
entry), then Λ has full iosahedral symmetry Yh := Y ∪ (−Y ) in the sense of symmetries of
LI-lasses, meaning that a disrete struture has a ertain symmetry if the original and the
transformed struture are loally indistinguishable (LI) (i.e., up to translation, every nite
path in Λ also appears in any of the other elements of its LI-lass and vie versa); see [3℄
for details. Typial examples are balls and suitably oriented versions of the iosahedron, the
dodeahedron, the rhombi triaontahedron (the latter also known as Kepler's body) and its
dual, the iosidodeahedron.
Example 3.7. For a generi regular iosahedral model set with full iosahedral symmetry Yh,
onsider ΛBico := Λ
B
ico(0, s + W ), where s := 10
−3(1, 1, 1)t and W is the regular iosahedron
with vertex set Y ⋆h (τ
′, 0, 1)t; see Figure 1 for an illustration.
3.2. Cylotomi model sets as planar setions of iosahedral model sets. In this
setion, we shall demonstrate that both B-type and F-type iosahedral model sets Λ an be
niely slied into ylotomi model sets with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5], where the slies are
intersetions of Λ with translates of the hyperplane H(τ,0,1) in R3 orthogonal to (τ, 0, 1)t.
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From now on, we always let ζ5 := e
2πi/5
, as a spei hoie of a primitive 5th root of unity
in C. Oasionally, we identify C with R
2
.
Remark 3.8. It is well known that the 5th ylotomi eld Q(ζ5) is an algebrai number eld
of degree 4 over Q. Moreover, the eld extension Q(ζ5)/Q is a Galois extension with Abelian
Galois group G(Q(ζ5)/Q) ≃ (Z/5Z)×, where a (mod 5) orresponds to the automorphism
given by ζ5 7→ ζa5 ; f. [39, Theorem 2.5℄. Note that, restrited to the quadrati eld Q(τ),
both the Galois automorphism of Q(ζ5)/Q that is given by ζ5 7→ ζ35 and its omplex onjugate
automorphism (i.e., the automorphism given by ζ5 7→ ζ25 ) indue the unique non-trivial Galois
automorphism .′ ofQ(τ)/Q (determined by τ 7→ 1−τ). Further, Z[ζ5] is the ring of integers in
Q(ζ5); f. [39, Theorem 2.6℄. The ring Z[ζ5] also is a Z[τ ]-module of rank two. More preisely,
one has the equality Z[ζ5] = Z[τ ] ⊕ Z[τ ]ζ5; f. [4, Lemma 1(a)℄. Sine ζ35 is also a primitive
5th root of unity in C, one further has the equality Z[ζ5] = Z[ζ
3
5 ] = Z[τ ]⊕ Z[τ ]ζ35 .
Denition 3.9. Cylotomi model sets with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5] Λcyc(t,W ) arise from
the ut and projet sheme (4) by setting d := m := 2, L := Z[ζ5] and letting the star map
.⋆5 : L→ R2 be either given by the non-trivial Galois automorphism of Q(ζ5)/Q, dened by
ζ5 7→ ζ35 , or its omplex onjugate automorphism.
Remark 3.10. The star map .⋆5 as dened in Denition 3.9 is a monomorphism of Abelian
groups. Further, the image of the map .˜5 : L→ R2 ×R2, dened by α 7→ (α,α⋆5), is indeed
a lattie in R
2 × R2. Finally, one an verify that the image L⋆5 is indeed a dense subset of
R
2
. For the general setting, we refer the reader to [4, 24, 23℄. By [24, Lemma 1.84(a)℄ (see
also [23, Lemma 25(a)℄), for all ylotomi model sets Λ with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5], the
set of Λ-diretions is preisely the set of Z[ζ5]-diretions.
Example 3.11. For illustrations of ylotomi model sets with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5],
see Figure 2 on the left and Figure 3; f. Proposition 3.16 and Example 3.17 below.
Lemma 3.12. For L ∈ {Im(I), I0}, the following equations hold:
(a) L ∩H(τ,0,1) = Z[τ ](0, 1, 0)t ⊕ Z[τ ]12(−1,−τ ′, τ)t.
(b) (L ∩H(τ,0,1))⋆ = L⋆ ∩ H(τ ′,0,1).
Proof. Part (a) follows from Equations (1) and (2) together with the relations Im(I) = 12MB
and I0 =
1
2MF. Part (b) follows from the identity ((τ, 0, 1)t)⋆ = (τ ′, 0, 1)t. 
Denition 3.13. We denote by Φ the R-linear isomorphism Φ : H(τ,0,1) → C, determined
by (0, 1, 0)t 7→ 1 and 12(−1,−τ ′, τ)t 7→ ζ5. Further, Φ⋆ will denote the R-linear isomorphism
Φ⋆ : H(τ
′,0,1) → C, determined by (0, 1, 0)t 7→ 1 and 12(−1,−τ, τ ′)t 7→ ζ35 .
Lemma 3.14. The maps Φ and Φ⋆ are isometries of Eulidean vetor spaes, where H(τ,0,1),
H(τ
′,0,1)
and C are regarded as two-dimensional Eulidean vetor spaes in the anonial way.
Moreover, identifying C with the xy-plane in R3, Φ and Φ⋆ extend uniquely to diret rigid
motions of R
3
, i.e., elements of the group SO(3,R).
Proof. The rst assertion follows from the following identities:wwr(0, 1, 0)t + s12(−1,−τ ′, τ)tww = |r + s ζ5| =√r2 + s2 − rsτ ′ ,wwr(0, 1, 0)t + s12(−1,−τ, τ ′)tww = |r + s ζ35 | =√r2 + s2 − rsτ .
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Figure 2. The entral slie of the path of ΛBico from Figure 1 (left) and its
.⋆-image inside the (marked) deagon (s+W )∩H(τ ′,0,1) (right), both seen from
perpendiular viewpoints.
The additional statement is immediate. 
Lemma 3.15. Let L ∈ {Im(I), I0}. Via restrition, the maps Φ and Φ⋆ indue isomorphisms
of rank two Z[τ ]-modules:
L ∩H(τ,0,1) Φ−→ Z[ζ5] ,
L⋆ ∩H(τ ′,0,1) Φ⋆−→ Z[ζ5] .
Proof. This follows immediately from the denition of Φ and Φ⋆ together with Lemma 3.12
and Remark 3.8. 
Proposition 3.16. Let Λ be a generi iosahedral model set with underlying Z-module L, say
Λ = Λico(t,W ). Then, for every λ ∈ Λ, one has the identity
Φ
(
(Λ ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))− λ) = {z ∈ Z[ζ5] ∣∣ z⋆5 ∈Wλ} ,
where .⋆5 is the Galois automorphism of Q(ζ5)/Q, dened by ζ5 7→ ζ35 and
Wλ := Φ
⋆
(
(W ∩ ((λ− t)⋆ +H(τ ′,0,1)))− (λ− t)⋆) .
Thus, the sets of the form
Φ
(
(Λ ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))− λ) ,(5)
where λ ∈ Λ, are ylotomi model sets with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5].
Proof. First, onsider Φ(µ), where µ ∈ (Λ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))−λ. It follows that µ ∈ L∩H(τ,0,1)
and (µ + (λ − t))⋆ = µ⋆ + (λ − t)⋆ ∈ W . Lemma 3.15 implies that Φ(µ) ∈ Z[ζ5], say
Φ(µ) = α+ βζ5 for suitable α, β ∈ Z[τ ]. One has
Φ(µ)⋆5 = α′ + β′ζ35 = Φ
⋆(µ⋆) ∈ Wλ .
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Figure 3. Another two slies of the path of ΛBico from Figure 1.
Conversely, suppose that z ∈ Z[ζ5] satises z⋆5 ∈ Wλ. Then, there are suitable α, β ∈ Z[τ ]
suh that z = α + βζ5 and, onsequently, z
⋆5 = α′ + β′ζ35 ∈ Wλ. By denition of Wλ, one
has z⋆5 = Φ⋆(µ), where µ ∈ H(τ ′,0,1) satises µ + (λ − t)⋆ ∈ W . Clearly, there exist r, s ∈ R
suh that µ = r(0, 1, 0)t + s12(−1,−τ, τ ′)t, whene Φ⋆(µ) = r + sζ35 . The linear independene
of 1 and ζ35 over R now implies that r = α and s = β, so that µ ∈ L⋆. Moreover, one an
verify that one has µ−⋆ ∈ (Λ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))− λ and Φ(µ−⋆) = α+ βζ5 = z. This proves the
laimed identity. The assertion is now immediate. 
Example 3.17. For an illustration of the ontent of Proposition 3.16 in ase of the iosahedral
model set ΛBico from Example 3.7, see Figures 2 and 3.
3.3. The translation module of iosahedral model sets. In order to shed some light on
the set of Λ-diretions of an iosahedral model set Λ with underlying Z-module L, we rst
have to establish a relation between iosahedral model sets and their underlying Z-modules.
We denote by mτ the Z[τ ]-module endomorphism of Q(τ)
3
, given by multipliation by τ , i.e.,
α 7→ τα. Furthermore, we denote by mτ ⋆ the Z[τ ]-module endomorphism of (Q(τ)3)⋆, given
by α⋆ 7→ (τα)⋆.
Lemma 3.18. The map mτ
⋆
is ontrative with ontration onstant 1/τ ∈ (0, 1), i.e., the
equality ‖mτ ⋆(α⋆)‖ = (1/τ) ‖α⋆‖ holds for all α ∈ Q(τ)3.
Proof. For α ∈ Q(τ)3, observe that ‖mτ ⋆(α⋆)‖ = ‖(τα)⋆‖ = ‖τ ′α⋆‖ = (1/τ) ‖α⋆‖. 
Lemma 3.19. Let Λ be an iosahedral model set with underlying Z-module L, say Λ =
Λico(t,W ). Then, for any F ∈ F(L), there is an expansive homothety h : R3 → R3 suh
that h(F ) ⊂ Λ.
Proof. From int(W ) 6= ∅ and the denseness of L⋆ in R3, one gets the existene of a suitable
α0 ∈ L with α0⋆ ∈ int(W ). Consider the open neighbourhood V := int(W ) − α0⋆ of 0 in
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R
3
. Sine the map mτ
⋆
is ontrative by Lemma 3.18 (in the sense whih was made preise in
that lemma), the existene of a suitable k ∈ N is implied suh that (mτ ⋆)k(F ⋆) ⊂ V . Hene,
one has {(τkα+ α0)⋆ |α ∈ F} ⊂ int(W ) ⊂ W and, further, h(F ) ⊂ Λ, where h : R3 → R3 is
the expansive homothety given by x 7→ τkx+ (α0 + t). 
As an easy appliation of Lemma 3.19, one obtains the following result on the set of Λ-
diretions for iosahedral model sets Λ.
Proposition 3.20. Let Λ be an iosahedral model set with underlying Z-module L. Then, the
set of Λ-diretions is preisely the set of L-diretions.
Proof. Sine one has Λ − Λ ⊂ L, every Λ-diretion is an L-diretion. For the onverse, let
u ∈ S2 be an L-diretion, say parallel to α ∈ L \ {0}. By Lemma 3.19, there is a homothety
h : R3 → R3 suh that h({0, α}) ⊂ Λ. It follows that h(α) − h(0) ∈ (Λ − Λ) \ {0}. Sine
h(α) − h(0) is parallel to α, the assertion follows. 
4. Complexity
In the pratie of quantitative HRTEM, the determination of the rotational orientation of a
quasirystalline probe in an eletron mirosope an rather easily be ahieved in the diration
mode. This is due to the iosahedral symmetry of genuine iosahedral quasirystals. However,
the X-ray images taken in the high-resolution mode do not allow us to loate the examined
sets. Therefore, as already pointed out in [4℄, in order to prove pratially relevant and rigorous
results, one has to deal with the non-anhored ase of the whole loal indistinguishability lass
(or LI-lass, for short) LI(Λ) of a regular, generi iosahedral model set Λ, rather than dealing
with the anhored ase of a single xed iosahedral model set Λ; reall Remark 3.6 for the
equivalene relation given by loal indistinguishability and ompare also [18℄.
Remark 4.1. In the rystallographi ase of a lattie L in R3, the LI-lass of L onsists of all
translates of L inR3, i.e., one has LI(L) = {t+L | t ∈ R3}. In partiular, LI(L) simply onsists
of one translation lass. The entire LI-lass LI(Λico(t,W )) of a regular, generi iosahedral
model set Λico(t,W ) an be shown to onsist of all generi iosahedral model sets of the form
Λico(t, s +W ) and all patterns obtained as limits of sequenes of generi iosahedral model
sets of the form Λico(t, s +W ) in the loal topology (LT). Here, two patterns are ε-lose if,
after a translation by a distane of at most ε, they agree on a ball of radius 1/ε around the
origin; see [3, 35℄. Eah suh limit is then a subset of some Λico(t, s +W ), but s might not
be in a generi position. Note that the LI-lass LI(Λ) of an iosahedral model set Λ ontains
unountably many (more preisely, 2ℵ0) translation lasses; f. [3℄ and referenes therein.
In view of the ompliation desribed above, we must make sure that we deal with nite
subsets of generi iosahedral model sets of the form Λico(t, s+W ), i.e., subsets whose .
⋆
-image
lies in the interior of the window. This restrition to the generi ase is the proper analogue of
the restrition to perfet latties and their translates in the rystallographi ase. Analogous
to the lattie ase [15, 16℄ and the ase of ylotomi model sets [4℄, the main algorithmi
problems of the disrete tomography of iosahedral model sets look as follows.
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Denition 4.2 (Consisteny, Reonstrution, and Uniqueness Problem). Let L = Im(I)
(resp., L = I0), let W ⊂ R3 be a window and let u1, . . . , um ∈ S2 be m ≥ 2 pairwise non-
parallel L-diretions. The orresponding onsisteny, reonstrution and uniqueness problems
are dened as follows.
Consisteny.
Given funtions puj : L3uj → N0, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, whose supports are nite
and satisfy supp(puj ) ⊂ LLuj , deide whether there is a nite set F whih is
ontained in an element of IBg (W ) (resp., IFg (W )) and satises XujF = puj ,
j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Reonstrution.
Given funtions puj : L3uj → N0, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, whose supports are nite and
satisfy supp(puj) ⊂ LLuj , deide whether there exists a nite subset F of an
element of IBg (W ) (resp., IFg (W )) that satises XujF = puj , j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
and, if so, onstrut one suh F .
Uniqueness.
Given a nite subset F of an element of IBg (W ) (resp., IFg (W )), deide whether
there is a dierent nite set F ′ that is also a subset of an element of IBg (W )
(resp., IFg (W )) and satises XujF = XujF ′, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
One has the following tratability result, whih was proved for the ase of B-type iosahedral
model sets by ombining the results from Setion 3.2 with those presented in [4℄; f. [24,
Theorem 3.33℄ for the details. The proof for the F-type ase is similar and we prefer to omit
the straightforward details here. Below, for L ∈ {Im(I), I0}, the L-diretions in S2 ∩H(τ,0,1)
will be alled L(τ,0,1)-diretions. By Lemma 3.12(a), the set of Im(I)(τ,0,1)-diretions and the
set of I
(τ,0,1)
0 -diretions oinide.
Theorem 4.3. Let L ∈ {Im(I), I0}. When restrited to two L(τ,0,1)-diretions and polyhe-
dral windows, the problems Consisteny, Reonstrution and Uniqueness as dened
in Denition 4.2 an be solved in polynomial time in the real RAM-model of omputation.
Remark 4.4. For a detailed analysis of the omplexities of the above algorithmi problems
in the B-type ase, we refer the reader to [24, Chapter 3℄. Note that even in the anhored
planar lattie ase Z
2
the orresponding problems Consisteny, Reonstrution and
Uniqueness are NP-hard for three or more Z
2
-diretions; f. [15, 16℄.
5. Uniqueness
5.1. Simple results on determination of nite subsets of iosahedral model sets.
In this setion, we present some uniqueness results whih only deal with the anhored ase
of determining nite subsets of a xed iosahedral model set Λ by X-rays in arbitrary Λ-
diretions; f. Proposition 3.20. As already explained in Setion 1, X-rays in non-Λ-diretions
are meaningless in pratie. Without the restrition to Λ-diretions, the nite subsets of a
xed iosahedral model set Λ an be determined by one X-ray. In fat, any X-ray in a non-
Λ-diretion is suitable for this purpose, sine any line in 3-spae in a non-Λ-diretion passes
through at most one point of Λ. The next result represents a fundamental soure of diulties
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in disrete tomography. There exist several versions; ompare [21, Theorem 4.3.1℄, [13, Lemma
2.3.2℄, [5, Proposition 4.3℄, [24, Proposition 2.3 and Remark 2.4℄ and [23, Proposition 8℄.
Proposition 5.1. Let Λ be an iosahedral model set with underlying Z-module L, say Λ =
Λico(t,W ). Further, let U ⊂ S2 be an arbitrary, but xed nite set of pairwise non-parallel
L-diretions. Then, F(Λ) is not determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U .
Proof. We argue by indution on card(U). The ase card(U) = 0 means U = ∅ and is obvious.
Suppose the assertion to be true whenever card(U) = k ∈ N0 and let card(U) = k + 1. By
indution hypothesis, there are dierent elements F and F ′ of F(Λ) with the same X-rays in
the diretions of U ′, where U ′ ⊂ U satises card(U ′) = k. Let u be the remaining diretion
of U . Choose a non-zero element α ∈ L parallel to u suh that α + (F ∪ F ′) and F ∪ F ′ are
disjoint. Then, F ′′ := (F ∪ (α+ F ′))− t and F ′′′ := (F ′ ∪ (α+ F ))− t are dierent elements
of F(L) with the same X-rays in the diretions of U . By Lemma 3.19, there is a homothety
h : R3 → R3 suh that h(F ′′ ∪ F ′′′) = h(F ′′) ∪ h(F ′′′) ⊂ Λ. It follows that h(F ′′) and h(F ′′′)
are dierent elements of F(Λ) with the same X-rays in the diretions of U ; f. Lemma 2.6. 
Remark 5.2. An analysis of the proof of Proposition 5.1 shows that, for any nite set U ⊂ S2
of k pairwise non-parallel L-diretions, there are disjoint elements F and F ′ of F(Λ) with
card(F ) = card(F ′) = 2(k−1) and with the same X-rays in the diretions of U . Consider any
onvex subset C ofR3 whih ontains F and F ′ from above. Then, the subsets F1 := (C∩Λ)\F
and F2 := (C ∩ Λ) \ F ′ of F(Λ) also have the same X-rays in the diretions of U . Whereas
the points in F and F ′ are widely dispersed over a region, those in F1 and F2 are ontiguous
in a way similar to atoms in a quasirystal; ompare [15, Remark 4.3.2℄ and [23, Remark 2.4
and Figure 2.1℄ (see also [23, Remark 32 and Figure 5℄).
Originally, the proof of the following result is due to Rényi; f. [32℄ and ompare [21,
Theorem 4.3.3℄.
Proposition 5.3. Let Λ be an iosahedral model set with underlying Z-module L. Further, let
U ⊂ S2 be any set of k + 1 pairwise non-parallel L-diretions, where k ∈ N0. Then, F≤k(Λ)
is determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U . Moreover, for all F ∈ F≤k(Λ), one has
GFU = F .
Proof. Let F,F ′ ∈ F≤k(Λ) have the same X-rays in the diretions of U . Then, one has
card(F ) = card(F ′) by Lemma 2.2(a) and F,F ′ ⊂ GUF by Lemma 2.4. But we have GUF = F
sine the existene of a point in GUF \F implies the existene of at least card(U) ≥ k+1 points
in F , a ontradition. It follows that F = F ′. 
Remark 5.4. In partiular, the additional statement of Proposition 5.3 demonstrates that,
for a xed iosahedral model set Λ with underlying Z-module L, the unique reonstrution of
sets F ∈ F≤k(Λ) from their X-rays in arbitrary sets of k+1 pairwise non-parallel L-diretions
U ⊂ S2 merely amounts to ompute the grids GUF . Let Λ be an iosahedral model set with
underlying Z-module L. Remark 5.2 and Proposition 5.3 show that F≤k(Λ) an be determined
by the X-rays in any set of k + 1 pairwise non-parallel L-diretions but not by 1 + ⌊log2 k⌋
pairwise non-parallel X-rays in L-diretions. However, in pratie, one is interested in the
determination of nite sets by X-rays in a small number of diretions sine after about 3 to
5 images taken by HRTEM, the objet may be damaged or even destroyed by the radiation
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energy. Observing that the typial atomi strutures to be determined omprise about 106 to
109 atoms, one realizes that the last result is not pratial at all.
The following result was proved in [24, Theorem 2.8(a)℄; see also [23, Theorem 13(a)℄.
Proposition 5.5. Let d ≥ 2, let R > 0, and let Λ ⊂ Rd be a Delone set of nite loal
omplexity. Then, the set D<R(Λ) is determined by two X-rays in Λ-diretions.
Sine iosahedral model sets Λ ⊂ R3 are Delone sets of nite loal omplexity (f. Re-
mark 3.6), the following orollary follows immediately from Proposition 5.5 in onjuntion
with Proposition 3.20.
Corollary 5.6. Let Λ be an iosahedral model set with underlying Z-module L and let R > 0.
Then, the set D<R(Λ) is determined by two X-rays in L-diretions.
Remark 5.7. Although looking promising at rst sight, Corollary 5.6 is of limited use in
pratie beause, in general, one annot guarantee that all the diretions whih are used yield
densely oupied lines in iosahedral model sets.
5.2. Determination of onvex subsets of iosahedral model sets.
Remark 5.8. Proposition 3.20 shows that, for all iosahedral model sets Λ with underlying
Z-module L, the set of L(τ,0,1)-diretions is preisely the set of Λ-diretions in S2 ∩ H(τ,0,1).
Further, by Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15, the set of L(τ,0,1)-diretions maps under Φ bijetively onto
the set of Z[ζ5]-diretions.
The following property is evident.
Lemma 5.9. Let L ∈ {Im(I), I0}, let U ⊂ S2 be a nite set of L(τ,0,1)-diretions, and let
F,F ′ ∈ F(t+H(τ,0,1)), where t ∈ R3. If F and F ′ have the same X-rays in the diretions of
U , then Φ(F − t) and Φ(F ′ − t) have the same X-rays in the diretions of Φ(U) ⊂ S1.
The following fundamental result follows immediately from [24, Theorem 2.54℄; see also [23,
Theorem 15℄.
Theorem 5.10. The following assertions hold:
(a) There is a set U ⊂ S1 of four pairwise non-parallel Z[ζ5]-diretions suh that, for all
ylotomi model sets Λcyc with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5], the set C(Λcyc) is deter-
mined by the X-rays in the diretions of U .
(b) For all ylotomi model sets Λcyc with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5] and all sets U ⊂ S1
of three or less pairwise non-parallel Z[ζ5]-diretions, the set C(Λcyc) is not determined
by the X-rays in the diretions of U .
We are now able to prove the main result of this text by applying the results of [24, 23℄ on
the determination of onvex subsets of ylotomi model sets with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5]
to the various images Φ((Λ ∩ (λ + H(τ,0,1))) − λ), where Λ is an iosahedral model set and
λ ∈ Λ.
Remark 5.11. Note that, for a onvex subset C of an iosahedral model set Λ and an element
λ ∈ Λ, the intersetion C ∩ (λ +H(τ,0,1)) is a onvex subset of the slie Λ ∩ (λ +H(τ,0,1)) of
Λ. Hene, Φ((C ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))− λ) is a onvex subset of Φ((Λ ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))− λ).
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The following fundamental result deals with the anhored ase.
Theorem 5.12. Let L ∈ {Im(I), I0}. The following assertions hold:
(a) There is a set U ⊂ S2 of four L(τ,0,1)-diretions suh that, for all generi iosahedral
model sets Λ with underlying Z-module L, the set C(Λ) is determined by the X-rays
in the diretions of U .
(b) For all generi iosahedral model sets Λ with underlying Z-module L and all sets
U ⊂ S2 of three or less pairwise non-parallel L(τ,0,1)-diretions, the set C(Λ) is not
determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U .
Proof. For part (a), let U ′ ⊂ S1 be a set of four pairwise non-parallel Z[ζ5]-diretions with
the property that, for all ylotomi model sets Λcyc with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5], the
set C(Λcyc) is determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U ′. Suh a set U ′ exists by
Theorem 5.10(a). We laim that, for all generi iosahedral model sets Λ with underlying Z-
module L, the set C(Λ) is determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U := Φ−1(U ′) ⊂ S2.
Cf. Remark 5.8 for the fat that U onsists only of L(τ,0,1)-diretions. Assume the existene
of two dierent elements, say C and C ′, of C(Λ) having the same X-rays in the diretions of
U . Hene, there is an element λ ∈ Λ suh that C ∩ (λ +H(τ,0,1)) and C ′ ∩ (λ +H(τ,0,1)) are
dierent onvex subsets of the slie Λ ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)) with the same X-rays in the diretions
of U . By Lemma 5.9 and Remark 5.11, it follows that Φ((C ∩ (λ + H(τ,0,1))) − λ) and
Φ((C∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))−λ) are dierent onvex subsets of Φ((Λ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))−λ) having the
sameX-rays in the Z[ζ5]-diretions of U
′
. Sine the set Φ((Λ∩(λ+H(τ,0,1)))−λ) is a ylotomi
model set with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5] by Proposition 3.16, this is a ontradition.
For assertion (b), let U ⊂ S2 be a set of three or less pairwise non-parallel L(τ,0,1)-diretions
and let Λ be a generi iosahedral model set with underlying Z-module L. Consider a slie
Λ∩(λ+H(τ,0,1)) of Λ, λ ∈ Λ, together with the ylotomi model set Φ((Λ∩(λ+H(τ,0,1)))−λ)
with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5]; f. Proposition 3.16. By Theorem 5.10(b), there are two
dierent onvex subsets, say C and C ′, of Φ((Λ ∩ (λ +H(τ,0,1))) − λ) with the same X-rays
in the Z[ζ5]-diretions of U
′ := Φ(U) ⊂ S1; f. Remark 5.8. It follows that Φ−1(C) + λ and
Φ−1(C ′) + λ are dierent onvex subsets of (the slie Λ ∩ (λ +H(τ,0,1)) of) Λ with the same
X-rays in the L(τ,0,1)-diretions of U . 
Remark 5.13. The proof of Theorem 5.12 shows that the result extends to the set of subsets
C of generi iosahedral model sets Λ that are only H(τ,0,1)-onvex, the latter meaning that,
for all λ ∈ Λ, the sets C ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)) are onvex subsets of the slies Λ ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)).
Example 5.14. It was shown in [24, Theorem 2.56 and Example 2.57℄ (see also [23, Theorem
16 and Example 3℄) that the onvex subsets of ylotomi model sets with underlying Z-module
Z[ζ5] are determined by the X-rays in the Z[ζ5]-diretions of U5 := {o/|o| | o ∈ O} ⊂ S1,
where O := {(1 + τ) + ζ5, (τ − 1) + ζ5, −τ + ζ5, 2τ − ζ5} ⊂ Z[ζ5] \ {0}. Consequently, as
was shown in the proof of Theorem 5.12(a), the onvex subsets of generi iosahedral model
sets Λ with underlying Z-module L are determined by the X-rays in the L(τ,0,1)-diretions of
Uico := Φ
−1(U5) ⊂ S2.
Remark 5.15. Sine, by the work of Pleasants [31℄, the Z[ζ5]-diretions of U5 are well suited
in order to yield dense lines in ylotomi model sets with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5], it follows
that the set of L(τ,0,1)-diretions Uico from Example 5.14 is well suited in order to yield dense
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lines in the orresponding slies Λ ∩ (λ +H(τ,0,1)), λ ∈ Λ, of generi iosahedral model sets
Λ with underlying Z-module L. In fat, these diretions even yield dense lines in iosahedral
model sets Λ as a whole; f. [31℄. In partiular, neighbouring slies of the form Λ∩(λ+H(τ,0,1)),
λ ∈ Λ, are densely oupied and hene well separated. Consequently, neighbouring lines in
any of the diretions of U that meet at least one point of a xed iosahedral model set Λ are
suiently separated. It follows that, in the pratie of quantitative HRTEM, the resolution
oming from the above diretions is likely to be rather high, whih makes Theorem 5.12 look
promising.
Finally, we want to demonstrate that, in an approximative sense, part (a) of Theorem 5.12
even holds in the non-anhored ase for regular generi iosahedral model sets. Before, we
need a onsequene of Weyl's theory of uniform distribution; f. [40℄. This analytial property
of regular iosahedral model sets was analyzed in general in [34℄, [35℄ and [28℄. We need the
following variant whih relates the entroids of images of ertain nite subsets of a regular
iosahedral model set Λ under the star map to the entroid of its window.
Theorem 5.16. Let Λ be a regular iosahedral model set of the form Λ = Λico(0,W ). Then,
for all a ∈ R3, one has the identity
lim
R→∞
1
card(Λ ∩BR(a))
∑
α∈Λ∩BR(a)
α⋆ =
1
vol(W )
∫
W
y dλ(y) ,
where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure on R3.
Proof. This is a onsequene of the uniform distribution of the points of Λ∗ in the window,
whih gives the integral by Weyl's lemma. The proof of the uniform distribution property for
model sets an be found in [34, 27, 28℄. 
The following properties of sets U ⊂ S1 onsisting of four pairwise non-parallel Z[ζ5]-
diretions will be of ruial importane:
(C) For all ylotomi model sets Λcyc with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5], the set C(Λcyc) is
determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U .
(E) U ontains two diretions of the form o/|o|, o′/|o′|, where o, o′ ∈ Z[ζ5] \ {0} satisfy the
relation
αoβo′ − βoαo′ ∈ Z[τ ]× = {τ s | s ∈ Z} ,
where the elements αo, αo′ , βo, βo, ∈ Z[τ ] are determined by o = αo + βoζ5 and o′ =
αo′ + βo′ζ5; f. Remark 3.8.
Example 5.17. The set U5 ⊂ S1 of four pairwise non-parallel Z[ζ5]-diretions as dened in
Example 5.14 has property (C) by [24, Example 2.57℄ (see also [23, Example 3℄). Additionally,
one an easily see that U5 also has property (E).
The signiane of property (E) is expressed by the following result.
Proposition 5.18. Let U ⊂ S1 be a set of four pairwise non-parallel Z[ζ5]-diretions with
property (E). Then, for all nite subsets F of Z[ζ5], one has the inlusion
GFU ⊂ Z[ζ5] .
Proof. This follows from [24, Theorem 1.130℄ (see also [23, Theorem 12℄). 
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We are now able to show that, in an approximative sense to be laried below, for any xed
windowW ⊂ R3 whose boundary bd(W ) has Lebesgue measure 0 inR3, the set ∪Λ∈IBg (W )C(Λ)
(resp., ∪Λ∈IFg (W )C(Λ)) is determined by the X-rays in any set of L(τ,0,1)-diretions, where
L = Im(I) (resp., L = I0), of the form U := Φ
−1(U ′), where U ′ is a set of four pairwise non-
parallel Z[ζ5]-diretions with the properties (C) and (E). Sine the arguments for the F-type
ase and the B-type ase are similar, we present the details for the B-type ase only. Let
F,F ′ ∈
⋃
Λ∈IBg (W )
C(Λ) ,
say F ∈ C(ΛBico(t, s+W )) and F ′ ∈ C(ΛBico(t′, s′+W )), where t, t′, s, s′ ∈ R3, and suppose that
F and F ′ have the same X-rays in the diretions of U . If F = ∅, then, by Lemma 2.2(a),
one also gets F ′ = ∅. One may thus assume, without loss of generality, that F and F ′ are
non-empty. Hene, there is an element λ ∈ F suh that F ∩(λ+H(τ,0,1)) and F ′∩(λ+H(τ,0,1))
are non-empty nite sets with the same X-rays in the diretions of U . Then, by Lemma 5.9,
the non-empty nite subset Φ((F ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))−λ) of Z[ζ5] (f. Lemma 3.15) and the non-
empty nite subset Φ((F ′∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))−λ) of C have the same X-rays in the four pairwise
non-parallel Z[ζ5]-diretions of Φ(U) = U
′
. Then, by Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 5.18 in
onjuntion with property (E), one obtains
Φ((F ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))− λ),Φ((F ′ ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)))− λ) ⊂ GΦ((F∩(λ+H(τ,0,1)))−λ)U ′ ⊂ Z[ζ5] .
Thus, one gets
(6) F ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)), F ′ ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)) ⊂ t+ L .
Sine F ′ ∩ (λ+H(τ,0,1)) ⊂ t′+L, Relation (6) implies that t+L meets t′+L, the latter being
equivalent to the identity t+L = t′+L. Note also that the identity t+L = t′+L is equivalent
to the relation t′ − t ∈ L. Clearly, one has
F − t ∈ C(ΛBico(0, s +W )) .
Moreover, sine the equality
ΛBico(t
′ − t, s′ +W ) = ΛBico(0, (s′ + (t′ − t)⋆) +W )
holds, one further obtains
F ′ − t ∈ C(ΛBico(t′ − t, s′ +W )) = C(ΛBico(0, (s′ + (t′ − t)⋆) +W )) .
Clearly, F − t and F ′ − t again have the same X-rays in the diretions of U . Hene, by
Lemma 2.2(b), F − t and F ′ − t have the same entroid. Sine the star map .⋆ is Q-linear, it
follows that the nite subsets (F − t)⋆ and (F ′ − t)⋆ of R3 also have the same entroid. Now,
if one has
F − t = BR(a) ∩ ΛBico(0, s +W )
and
F ′ − t = BR′(a′) ∩ ΛBico(0, (s′ + (t′ − t)⋆) +W )
for suitable a, a′ ∈ R3 and large R,R′ > 0 (whih is rather natural in pratie), then Theo-
rem 5.16 allows us to write
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1
vol(W )
∫
s+W
y dλ(y) ≈ 1
card (F − t)
∑
x∈F−t
x⋆
=
1
card (F ′ − t)
∑
x∈F ′−t
x⋆
≈ 1
vol(W )
∫
(s′+(t′−t)⋆)+W
y dλ(y) .
Consequently,
s+
∫
W
y dλ(y) ≈ (s′ + (t′ − t)⋆) +
∫
W
y dλ(y) ,
and hene s ≈ s′ + (t′ − t)⋆. The latter means that, approximately, both F − t and F ′ − t
are elements of the set C(ΛBico(0, s + W )). Now, it follows in this approximative sense from
property (C) and Theorem 5.12 that F − t ≈ F ′ − t, and, nally, F ≈ F ′.
Remark 5.19. The above analysis suggests that, for all xed windows W ⊂ R3 whose
boundary bd(W ) has Lebesgue measure 0 in R3, the sets of the form ∪Λ∈IBg (W )C(Λ) (resp.,
∪Λ∈IFg (W )C(Λ)) are approximately determined by the X-rays in the four presribed L(τ,0,1)-
diretions of Uico, where L = Im(I) (resp., L = I0); f. Examples 6.12 and 6.15. Additionally,
in the pratie of quantitative HRTEM, the resolution oming from the diretions of Uico is
likely to be rather high, whih makes this approximative result look even more promising in
view of real appliations; f. Remark 5.15.
6. Outlook
For a more extensive aount of both uniqueness and omputational omplexity results in
the disrete tomography of Delone sets with long-range order, we refer the reader to [24℄. This
referene also ontains results on the interative onept of suessive determination of nite
sets by X-rays and further extensions of settings and results that are beyond our sope here;
ompare also [23℄. Although the results of this text and of [24℄ give satisfying answers to the
basi problems of disrete tomography of iosahedral model sets, there is still a lot to do to
reate a tool that is as satisfatory for the appliation in materials siene as is omputerized
tomography in its medial or other appliations. First, we believe that it is an interesting
problem to haraterize the sets of Λ-diretions in general position having the property that,
for all iosahedral model sets Λ, the set of onvex subsets of Λ is determined by the X-rays in
these diretions; ompare [13, Problems 2.1 and 2.3℄. Seondly, it would be interesting to have
experimental tests in order to see how well the above results work in pratie. Sine there is
always some noise involved when physial measurements are taken, the latter also requires the
ability to work with impreise data. For this, it is neessary to study stability and instability
results in the disrete tomography of iosahedral model sets in the future; f. [1℄.
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